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VOICE OF THE
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PHILATELIC SOCIETY

SWISS CONSUL IN LOS ANGELES, JOHANN HILTBRUNNER

OPENS SESCAL BY CUTTING RED AND WHITE RIBBON.

Watching his technique are (front 1-r) John G . Gluck, Alice
White, Mary Fera (Sisters to John Blessington) and Bob
Thompson . At rear (1-r) are Bud Sellers, Charles LaBlonde,
Joe Schwartz, Conrad Steiber, and Bill Welch.

Photo & facts by Bob de Violini
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President
Charles J . LaBlonde

THE PRESIDENT ' S CORNER

A very happy 1986 to all of you from those of us who have
the privilege of keeping the AHPS running . We have two big
events to work on this year ; first AMERIPEX, then the AHPS
elections.

Every 10 years the eyes of the philatelic world turn towards
the USA . For the AHPS, AMERIPEX will be the site of our 1986
convention . Bill Lucas has been working on this event for
over a year already, and our plans are shaping up nicely.
Bill has secured three meeting times for us, one of which
will emphasize Liechtenstein . Watch your TELL for details.
For now, we need to know who will be at AMERIPEX and when.
Lectures, slide shows, seminars, auctions, etc are being arranged.
Come out and meet your fellow collectors and see some fine
Swiss collections on display.

Later in the year we will elect AHPS officers for 1987/1988.
The AHPS founders planned for an election every two years
to assure that the burden of running the society would be
spread and that no particular group could control AHPS for
long periods of time . Watch upcoming TELLs for details of
available offices and for election information . Meanwhile,
please drop me a note and make yourself available for an AHPS
position . Ask yourself : "What have I done lately for my society?"
Now is the time to get involved.

Finally, let me assure those of you who have written that
we do hear your complaints about late TELLs . We will do what
we can to fix the problem.

Once again, a happy and prosperous 1986.
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AMERICAN HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OFFICERS 1985-1987

ELECTED OFFICERS APPOINTED OFFICERS AHPS REPRESENTATIVES:

TELL Editor New England Chapter
President Steve P . Turchik Jan Donker
Charles J . LaBlonde 727 E . Pleasant Street 16 St. Mary Road
P .O . Box 264
Chelmsford, MA 01824 Santa Paula, CA 93060 Burlington, MA 01803

Home: (617) 256-3904 Home : (805) 525-6362 Chesapeake Bay Chapter
Office : (617) 271-7164 TELL Associate Editor Jim Dail

Vice-President Felix Ganz 705 Chapelview Drive

Robert T. Clarke P .O . Box A-3843 Odenton, MD 21113

1708 Autumn Lane Chicago, I L 60690 Northern New Jersey Chapter
Arlington, TX 76012 Home: (312) 939-2889 Frank J . Lawson
Home : (817) 460-6092 (7-9 p .m .) 35 Hudson Drive
Office : (214) 851-8481 TELL Publisher Newburgh, NY 12550

Leroy Wanamaker
Secretary & Librarian Post Office Box 1467 APS Representative
Richard T. Hall Johnson City, TN 37605 E . Ben . Henson
P.O . Box 2425 Home : (615) 257-6779 102 Adams Street
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 After 5 p.m. (Ex. Tues . & Sat.) Burlington, VT 05401
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Office: (202) 488-6038 TELL Advertising Manager Union of Swiss Philatelic

John Haefeli Societies Representative
Treasurer P .O . Box 8645 Ralph Soderberg
Frank Young Albany, NY 12208 20160 Mack Avenue
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Herkimer, NY 13350 Circuit Sales Manager Home: (313) 885-4125
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Regional Director West Home : (203) 633-7007 Max Rheinberger
John B . Ballard Slide Chairman 100 Elizabeth St., Apt . 510
2054 East Rancho Drive Howard Bauman Duluth, MN 55802
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TELL is the official journal of the American Helvetia Philatelic Society (AHPS).
affiliate *52 of the American Philatelic Society (APS) and a member of the Union
of Swiss Philatelic Societies and is published six times a year.

Subscription for 1985, included in the Societies dues, is $9 for North America,
$15 for overseas delivery, or $11 for surface delivery.

Advertising rates are published periodically. All editorial, as well as, advertis-
ing communications, should be addressed to the editor.

Articles on Swiss, Liechtenstein, UN Geneva and related philately are always
welcome . Opinions expressed in this journal are those of the authors and are not
necessarily endorsed by the society or the editor.
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

We are in a new year, and all your officers and committee chair-
men are enthusiastic about achieving great things on your behalf.
I look forward to more "we " and less " your " in AHPS this year.

We look to greater numbers attending our convention at AMERIPEX
and President Chuck says 1988 in firm in Philadelphia under
the leadership of Harlan Stone ; 1989 will be at INDYPEX ; there
is no firm word yet on 1987 . We may have to skip a year.

ON DUES .

	

Dues seem to be coming in slowly . Secretary Dick
Hall does a tremendous job of handling dues, printing labels,
and all those other time-consuming jobs of a secretary . If
you have not paid your 1986 dues, please send them in right
now . It will save us all lots of additional work . If you have
not paid, this will be your last issue of TELL.

As your editor, I have constantly tried to give you a better
issue of TELL each time (with the cooperation of so many who
take time to submit material) . There are many things that I
can't do sitting at this typewriter . If you wish something
published in TELL, please use a dark black ribbon with a 65
space line (pica) maximum . If you have illustrations or pictures
with the article, please make sure them are printable and sharp.

LIECHTENSTUDY . I hear they now have 165 members under leader-
ship of Max Rheinberger . He also puts out a marvelous news-
letter . If interested, see note elsewhere in TELL.

President Chuck writes this is an election year . If you are
looking for a job, please let him know . I have no idea of how
long I will be able to continue as editor . If you are thinking
about doing this job, please let him know.

ON DELIVERY OF TELL . What is late? At this writing, we have
yet to receive advertising copy from major advertisers . Our
deadline for receiving copy has been the 20th of the month.
It takes time to assemble copy for 40 pages of TELL, organize
it, re-type material, and package it for the publisher . It
takes 2 - 4 days in the mails, and has to be with the printer
for approximately 10 days -- to print, staple, and trim . Your
publisher then must label, stamp, sort, and deliver to the post
office the ones for domestic and foreign delivery . Our permit
is for " bulk " delivery - which takes from 9 - 12 days . It is
difficult to get a better schedule than what we now have and
still give you the latest news . Please bear with us . We are
doing the best we can to serve yod.

Please remember always that all jobs performed in the AHPS are
strictly volunteer positions, many very time consuming . Also,
the same people serving you are active in setting up conventions
and active in many local organizations and activities.

SUPPORT AHPS IN ' 86!
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MY FAVORITE COVER

	

BY GENE KELLY

DETAINED IN FRANCE DURING GERMAN OCCUPATION

The above cover contained printed matter from Bern, Switzerland
to to London, England . Approximately 27,000 items of mail were
hidden from the occupying Germans by the French Postmaster
until the end of the occupation during World War II . Whenever
the mail was to continue it's trip to London, the cachette
was applied by the British Post Office to explain the delay.

The letter took 4 years to get from Bern to London

	

all for
5 rappen postage.

The letter contained in the envelope was from the International
Typographers' Secretariat, with the minutes of the "Meeting
of the Secretariat Committee held on June 4th, 1940.

Anyone wishing a copy of the contents of the letter write the
editor of TELL or Mr . Gene Kelly for a copy.

Mr . Gene Kelly, STEINERSTRASSE 15, (CH) 8253 DIESSENHOFEN, SWITZERLAND is Chairman of the AHPS
Revenue Study Group . Having recently moved from California to Switzerland in order to search
out Swiss Municipal Revenues, his monthly news bulletin shows many interesting " finds . " If
you are interested in Municipal Revenues or want a friend in Switzerland, please write Gene.
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THE AMERICAN PHILATELIST -- APS JOURNAL

	

BY STEVE TURCHIK

The American Philatelic Research Library receives more than 400 philatelic periodicals from
around the world.

Stapled inside the December, 1985 American Philatelist is the APS Handbook
and Dealer Directory . Our thanks to BILL LUCAS, AHPS Director and Auction

Manager for alerting me to the picture (above) showing TELL on the shelves
of APRL -- page 12 of Directory.

As affiliate #52, many of our members belong to the APS . Those who aren't
miss out on "goodies" like this great insert . Of 21 items in the "Table
of Contents" I list a number of titles below : Administrative Services Outlin-

ed ; APRL : How to Borrow Material by Mail ; APS Affiliates & Units; APS Chapters;
Awards Offered by the Society ; Dealer Listings ; The Expertizing Service &

How to Use It ; Membership Services ; Sales Division ; Stamp Theft Information;
Stamp Insurance ; and much more! To some that handbook "insert" could be

well worth the $18 dues by itself . The Journal has many wonderful articles
and studies.

AHPS member Anton Kofranek has contributed articles ; there are articles like
"OUR ACTIVE AFFILIATES" by ROBERT de VIOLINI, Chairman, APS Affiliate Coor-
dination Committee . Our thanks to Bob for sending SESCAL photos used in
this issue of TELL.

If interested in joining the APS, please write to:

AMERICAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
P . O . Box 8000

STATE COLLEGE, PA 16803

TELL THEM I SENT YOU!!!
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE STAMPS

By Harold Strong
Aloha!

	

I don't think its too soon to start to get excited about
AMERIPEX '86 .

	

It certainly is shaping up to be a wonderful
event .

	

A large number of AHPS members will be there and many
activities planned . The bourse and exhibit area should be equal-
ly impressive .

	

A combined Disneyland and World's Fair of Phil-
altely! Don't miss it.

The October opening of the Royal Art Collection at the metrop-
olitan museum of Art in New York was an outstanding success
that received national press coverage . Many thanks to those
of you that sent information . My favorite quote was from zill-
ionaire Malcom Forbes who remarked after viewing the collection.
"It makes my extravagances look pale and insignificant ; this
is awesome ."

Speaking of the upper crust, FL Study Group chairman Max
Rheinberger and wife Marianne received an invitation from the Prince
to attend the opening . Not only did they attend but they had
lunch the next day with the Prince, Princess Gina, Princess
Maria, and other members of the royal family, and various dig-
nitaries from the FL government .

	

They even sent me a postcard
from the Tavern on the Green restaurant while this was all in
progress -- but am I jealous??!! One last royalty item . There
was a fine article in the October issue of House and Garden
magazine on Vaduz Castle . Don't miss it.

The 1986 FL stamp program is out and I must say it looks very
pastoral .

	

Included in the program are special issues for the
topics of birds, fruits, hunting, and farm cattle .

	

All this
should provide a fertile field for the topical collector.

Sorry to report that the Great Britain FL Study Circle will
be inactive for the immediate future . Mr . E . J . Dymond has
stepped down as editor and no replacement has come forward.
His efforts have been appreciated . In his last bulletin he
reports an interesting new book in German concerning the Russian
"National" (part of the German Wehrmacht) Army that was interned
in Liechtenstein during the period from 1945 to 1948 .

	

There
were camps set up in Ruggell and Schaan .

	

See pages 98-99 of
the LBK for details of the Philatelic picture .

	

Write to me
if you would like the publishers name and address.

That's it for this time .

	

Please write with any news items or
comments .

	

Also would like pictures of any unusual items you
run across in the area of FL philately .

	

Share your knowledge!
Good collecting!

HAROLD STRONG

	

Box 15027

	

Waikiki Station
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
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How ABOUT SOME MITARBEIT?

By Charles J . LaBlonde

Mitarbeit is a nice German word which means working together.
And now the AHPS has a chance to work together with some of
our brother Swiss collectors on a project . In 1988, for the
50th anniversary of the Swiss automobile post offices, the Swiss
Cancel Collectors Society (SVP) is planning some special pub-
lications . One special study now underway is a determination
of when the various automobile post office registration labels
were used . Mr . Balimann of the SVP has asked for our help with
this study . He has sent me a list showing 62 types of these
labels.

Based on the holdings of AHPS members, I will enter earliest
and latest dates of use on the list for each label type . Ob-
viously some are very rare while others are quite common . If
you own only a few registered auto PO covers, please photocopy
them and send the copies to me . If you own many such covers
I will send the list (10 pages) to you and you can enter the
dates directly on the list . This is a perfect chance for the
AHPS to conduct some research with our Swiss colleagues . I
strongly encourage your participation . Full credit will be
given to all contributors.
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HANDBOOK REVIEW P . FELIX GANZ

STEMPELWERK GRAUBÜNDEN, Band I : Stadt Chur (The Post-
marks of Grisons Canton ; volume I, City of Chur) . About
200 pages of text, plus 60 green, numbered index pages.
Published by the Philatelic Society of Chur (Rhaetia);
5 principal authors ; 1983 ; with support from the Swiss
Philatelic Fund . Loose leaf ; in ring binder . Without
any price indications for listed items . Purchase price
not indicated.

This truly monumental undertaking of producing a comp-
lete handbook of all postmarks from Switzerland ' s eas-
ternmost canton, from 1790 to the immediate past, is
both laudable and frightening (the latter word chosen
because of the expected bulk and completeness which
will undoubtedly discourage new collectors from the
start).

If one small city needs 200 pages to record its liter-
ally hundreds of postal markings (regular cds, rollers,
machine strikes -- crowns AND flags -- auxiliary mark-
ings, RPOs, branch p .os, military and internment mark-
ings, acceptance stations, automobile, official or in-
ternal marking devices, etc ., then you must brace your-
self for about four or five more volumes of equal size
until the rest of the canton -- with its hundreds of
valleys and hundreds of towns and hamlets -- will have
been covered . The target date of 1988 has been set for
the complete work, and we shall see . (Your observer
shudders at the idea that by the year 2000 all 26 can-
tons of Switzerland will be equally covered . . .in a
series of what may easily run to 100 volumes .')

Notwithstanding these perilous thoughts the present
volume is most informative, and although a few
isolated illustrations are missing, the completeness is over-

whelming and the detail work which went into its pro-
duction is truly amazing.

The present volume is based on findings published in 4
earlier efforts -- some of them researching only one
cancellation type, or one period -- and it relies heav-
ily on official information in regard to dates of use,
especially for the newest markings . Many subchapters
(of which there are 51) are prefaced by historical re-
marks or other introductions.

The size of the volume could have been reduced by one
half if pages (typed and multilithed) would have been
printed back to back ; but such a system complicates ad-
denda and corrigenda.

The format is of handy book size ; the printing is very
clean, and most of the illustrations are to size and
very clear . If you collect Grisons postmarks then this
volume (and its expected successors) is a must.

The AHPS copy (we now receive such books since AHPS is
a member of the Swiss Federation of Philatelic
Societies) will be available from our repository at the APS

American Philatelic Research Library (APRL) in State
College (PA) to members, for perusal. FG
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My 1983 and 1984 Explorations of Switzerland

by
Ivan Tillen

Although these visits were probably my 41st and 42nd, I
still managed to find new parts to visit, new places to stay,
new lakes to swim in, and new mountains to climb by cable cars,

gondelbahns, and chair lifts . Also new postal coach routes of

scenic beauty and interest not previously done.

In 1983 my stay was at Andermatt, Verbier, and Basel . From

Andermatt my longest 12 hour day excursion (circular) was by
train to Goschenen and Fluellen . Then by postal coach over the

Klausen Pass to Linthal, by train to Ziegelbrucke and Weesen on

the Wallensee . After a nice swim in the lake I proceeded by
boat to Wallenstadt, a very nice trip up the lake . From
Wallenstadt I returned to Andermatt by train via Sargans, Chur,
Disentis, and over the Oberalp Pass.

The station at Oberalpsee is now closed down but I managed
to obtain a station cancellation at Sedrun, the stop before the
summit . The conductor told me the canceller had been
transferred to Sedrun . I had also obtained most of the station
cancellations from Linthal to Ziegelbrucke . The line from
Schwanden to Elm no longer exists by train -- it is a postal
coach route . I did however buy a nice postcard of the old steam
locomotive from Schwanden to Elm or at least a time table on a
postcard of the Schwanden—Elm railway in 1914! This latter was
one of over 100 I bought at the Chamby Museum in 1984 amongst
old and new engines and placards of the old railway routes . (I

have never been to Elm although I almost walked the Pass from
Flims to Elm years ago .)

From Andermatt I also went up Goscheneralp by bus from
Goschenen to the dam . Another dam I visited for the first time
was the one at Piora— Ritom . I had caught the train through the
Gotthard Tunnel to Ambri —Piotta station, thence by 8 — seater
postal bus to the foot of the funicular at Piotta Centrale . The
funicular took me up steeply to Piora from whence a 20 —minute
walk took me up to the dam . I walked part of the way round the
lake and was lucky to get a lift in a car from the spot down to

the foot of thé 1—in— 2 funicular.

Another excursion I did from Andermatt was through the new
Furka tunnel to Fiesch . Up first by the new large cable car to
Kuhboden and then in a smaller cable car to the summit plateau
almost of the Eggishorn . I had years ago walked in 2 hours from
the old Jungfrau Hotel or Eggishorn Hotel I was staying at, but
the hotel has now burnt down and replaced by two other hotels at
Kuhboden . I walked towards Bettmeralp and back before returning
to Fiesch . Here I caught the postal bus to Binn via the Binntal
and an interesting road tunnel dead straight nearly a mile
long . As one entered one could see the end as a small dot!
Returning to Fiesch reminded me of my first visit when on the

Continued on page 26.
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SALES CIRCUIT NOTES

	

EMIL L. TOBLER

As of December 8 we have 69 buyers registered -- 3 recently came from the
Liechtenstein Study Group . Four circuits were sent in October and November,
and a total of 7 circuits are presently in transit . 22 have been retired
since the beginning of the year . No circuits were initiated after November
and no new ones will be until after New Years, when the USPS (and our buyers)
are past the holidays and back to normal . We presently have 24 books of
nice material, with more arriving weekly . Most all of them will go on circuit
early in the New Year.

Buyers and Sellers It is apparent that many buyers and sellers are using
catalogs which are 1-4 years old, and presumably basing their purchase and/or
pricing decisions on these catalogs . For the buyer who wants to get his
moneys worth and pass up over-priced stamps a current catalog is a necessity.

Sellers also need current pricing information so as not to over or underprice
their material . Over priced material does not sell, and severe underpricing
may be a great deal for the buyer but a losing proposition for the seller.
There were many price changes between 1985 and 1986 catalogs-both directions.
Examples : Scott #122 used - $18 .50 in 1985, $15 .00 in 1986 ; #B6 used $65 in
1985 - $80 in 1986 . Zumstein #27E used 5,000 Sw.Fr. in 1985, 7500 Sw .Fr.
in 1986; 194-200 mint set was 200 Sw. Fr. in 1985, 175 Sw . Fr . in 1986.
Not all price changes are as dramatic as these, but the point is you are
shooting in the dark unless you have a current catalog for price reference,
even for relatively inexpensive stamps . Zumstein, The Amateur Collector,
and Scotts catalogs all have strong points and are useful when working with
Swiss stamps . Scotts catalogs are widely available . Zumstein or ACL catalogs
may be obtained directly from the publisher, through special arrangements
occasionally printed in TELL, or from Riviera Stamps, longtime advertiser
of Swiss material in TELL.

Sellers Whatever catalog you use to price your material -- please show it
clearly on the outside front cover of the sales book . Simply show the name
of the catalog and year of publication, i .e. Zumstein 1986.

We presently have 9 buyers interested in Liechtenstein singles mint/used.
Books or half books or sound material, fairly priced, will get decent exposure
and should have reasonable sales . We have plenty of Liechtenstein covers.
All categories of Swiss are needed with the exception of the more common
regular postage between 1900 -- present (used), post 1965 mint regular and
semi-postal stamps, and post 1965 FDCs.

Buyers Our Circuit Participation Form is being revised for possible inclusion
in the Mar/April 1986 TELL . Completion of the form will be necessary for
continued participation as buyer in the circuits . The form will contain
some new categories and eliminate a few in which no interest exists or no
material is available. Be thinking of the categories in which you have a
need for stamps so that I may direct circuits more efficiently . My objective
is to bring to an absolute minimum the "no sales" and "low sales" reports
I receive, and provide buyers only with material in which they have a keen
interest.

I hope that 1986 will be a year of peace and prosperity for you and yours.

Emil L . Tabler, 98 Olde Wood Road, Glastonbury, CT 06033
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SLIDE SHOWS - 1985 REPORT

	

HOWARD A . BAUMAN

First I would like to thank those that have made our slide show
program a going thing during 1985.

We showed at 21 clubs to 422 viewers . From the reports we ask
the clubs to make I am sure the slide programs are appreciated.
Comments like:

Slides excellent - better than we have had from other
sources.

Slides are clear - Audio tape a great feature.

Slides and text just fine - They loved it.

A good show - believe this will get us some new members.

The two shows that were most used were "Switzerland, A Panorama
of its Postal History and Stamps" and the "St . Gotthard Railway
of Switzerland.

Most people indicated that they learned about the slide program
from TELL . I think we should urge our AHPS members to try to
have their local club show one or more of our slide programs.
It would be a treat and might interest more folks in Swiss
philately.

I am looking forward to hearing from members interested in help-
ing prepare some additional shows in 1986 as suggested in the
notes in the September/October 1985 TELL article "AHPS SLIDE
SHOW 1985? "

So far we have added the Video Cassette of the NABA-ZURI parade
which is a colorful, spectacular show . We will have some more
new shows in 1986.

HOWARD A . BAUMAN, SLIDE CHAIRMAN
511 SUMMIT DRIVE, WEST BEND, WI

	

53095

LETTERS TO EDITOR

Dear Steve,

Thank you so much for mentioning Valerie and myself in the Nov-Dec . TELL.
This was an honor to us . We enjoyed meeting and talking to you and the other
officers and members at SESCAL . I know that everyone who viewed the slide
program enjoyed having it shown.

I wanted to mention the fact that the Jan . '86 edition of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
MAGAZINE has an excellent article on Switzerland . This article contains
the typical high quality photographs and writings of the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.

Those who don't subscribe can write the National Geographic Society, PO Box
2895, Washington, DC 20013-9990 about getting a back issue .

LLOYD LIPPERT
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A COMMON POST CARO? HENRY GITNER

Recently I purchased a very interesting Swiss Postal card that I thought
would also interest the readers of TELL . At first glance from the address
side it appears to be a very common Postal Card postmarked "Muhlegerg (Bern)

6 VI 04" addressed to MaDAME Mery Barbey jv . ad . (not sure that this refers
to the equivalent of c/o in, address) Mme . Meisel Leutwyler, Aarau, and back-
stamped there on the face same day . So far it wouldn't receive a second
glance from almost anyone (even if they were fond of flying) in a 50 cent
cover box . However, the message side reveals a much more interesting history!
The message, written vertically on the card, reads as follows:

A bord du ballon "Mars"
de 1 Aero . Club . Suisse.

Berne depart 8h .25

	

Lieu

	

Rosshausen

	

date

	

5 juin 1904
heure

altitude 1300?
temperature 21° C

	

temps

	

superbe, de nuages
autour du ballon

	

vent

	

E -0 faible
vitesse

	

env . 8 Kr . a l'heure
Pilote : Mr . Col . Th . Schaeck
Passagers: Melle M . Schaeck

	

"

	

Mr . Dr. de Giacorni (spelling?)

	

"

	

Mr . Albert Barbey
avec ses cordiales amities et
Salutations affectueuses a
toute la Meiselei!

tout va bien a bord!

14 TELL
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post card continued.

For those who don't read French well, the message translated reads:
On board the "Mars" ballon of the Swiss Flying Club.

Left Bern

	

8 ;25
Place

	

Rosshausen
date

	

June 5, 1904
time (left blank- presumably as it
was already indicated above?)
altitude 1300? (meters)
temperature 21C (centigrade=70 Fahrenheit)
weather

	

superb, sea of clouds around the
balloon

wind

	

East to West, weak
speed

	

approx . 8 Kilometers per hour
Pilot & passenger listing

With his sincere compliments and fond wishes
to all the Meisel family!

A11 went (or is) well on board!

Continued on page 28.
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ANNIVERSARIES GALORE! By Henry Ratz

Five years to go! Yes, folks, Switzerland will celebrate its 700 years of
existence . Predictably, us stamp collectors can count on basketful of spe-
cial stamps, sheets, and cancels commemorating this event . In the meantime
we will be getting a prelude of things to come in matters of birthdays (as
announced in last TELL, p .222) . Among others, Roman-built Chur, Zürich and
Windisch will celebrate their 2000th . And there will also be the 600th of
the battle of Sempach, one of the key battles the early Swiss fought and
won against the nobles of Habsburg and in the process giving birth to yet
another folk hero (Winkelried), but more importantly, significantly solidi-
fying their reputation and holdings . [More on Sempach in a future article].
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But showing off its own ma-
turity has become quite fa-
shionable since a number of
years in Switzerland, and
the postmarks tell the sto-
ry . Shown on these few

pages are a number of K can-
cel look-alikes . However,

they are classified as pre-
cursors (and in a few cases

as Special-K cancels) . Since
the first one issued in 1956
by Sursee we have seen about
66 appear, of which 61 be-
came regular K cancels once
the festivities were over.

The reference to the anni-
versary, like 700 JAHRE, is

simply routed out . In addi-
tion to those, there are 7
that existed as K cancels
and were converted to a ju-
bilee cancel for a 12-month
use . Büren an der Aare and
Porrentruy 2 shown here are
two from this category. They
are classified a "

interrupters"and will convert back
to regular K status at the
end of the anniversary year.

Rheinau, in the opening pic-
ture, among others, symboli-
zes on its cancel the well-
known "Cloister Church ".The

church (today a State
mental hospital) actually is
not 1200 years old . Built
originally around 1100 it
has been destroyed and re-
built several times [keep-
ing in mind that the Church
and political power were
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synonymous on the continent ever since

the reign of Charlemagne in the 8th and
9th century] . The last major expansion
dates back to the early 18th century.
tinder the guidance of abbot Zurlauben.
It is one of the most representative

architectural monuments of the Baroque
area to be found in Switzerland.

The real question though is : How did the
town of Rheinau settle on 1200 years as

its birthday? A popular area since at least the Bronze Age, inhabited

by Celtic tribes (after all, Rheinau means Aue des Rheins i .e . fertile

meadows at the river Rhine), then by the Romans, then by alemanic
tribes (it used to be called Altburg) . Simple : The earlier history is not

recorded . Modern civilization somehow coincides with church happenings

that have been minutely documented and recorded by monks . Rheinau is no

exception . The first cloister was established there in the late 8th
century and since the land and villages surrounding were mostly deeded
to cloisters they assimilated the names of such . - That should be enough

of history for today . ..

Should you be interested in obtaining future cancels in this line, or
K cancels, or those used by the Mobile Postoffices they are now avail-
able on a subscription basis from the Philatelic Services of the Swiss
PTT . I don ' t know when that service started again (as it was discontin-
ued for a number of years) but AHPS member Vinal Grim uncovered it most
recently by simply asking for such an availability . Hereafter is their
official text of the offering and to get it started or added to your
existing subscription for stamps and/or FDC write to Mr . Gervasi, Phila-
telic Office, Parkterrasse 10, CH-3030 Bern, Switzerland . And tell him

that you saw it in TELL . . . The following is the official offering:

Continued on page 23 .
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Dear Members,
I hope your Holiday Season was most enjoyable and 1986

will be a year of good health, happiness and prosperity for
you and your families.

May I remind you that Auction #65 in the March/April
"Tell" will feature Liechtenstein Lots . I need your material
by late January.

Values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector Catalogs
or estimated retail.

For Auction #64 1 sfr . = $ .47 and one British pound =
$1 .43.

The Closing date for Auction #64 is February 21, 1986.

LAUCTIONAHPS MAI

LOT #	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE
	1	 35(Z 21G) 2rp grey, 3½ frame lines, 2½ white

margins . CDS cancel, good color . Thin right
edge	 $175.00 EST.

$150.00 MIN.

	

2	 37(Z 23Gd) On cover Zurich CDS 22 Jan 61.
Greenish blue color . Sheet margins right
and bottom, part of stamp left, cut at top.
Backstamp, EFFRET/KON 27 JAN 61 	 $ 25.00 EST.

	

3	 3 8 (Z 24G) Almost 4 frame lines, almost 3
white margins . CDS cancel RAPPERSWYL 4
NOV . ?	 20.00 EST.

	

4	 40(Z 26G) used on small piece . 3 plus frame
lines and white margins . Part of next stamp
to left and bottom . Light CDS cancel	 $ 30.00 EST.

	

5	 332c(Z 301) used on piece . VF centering . CDS
cancel	 $ 46 .50

SHEETS, SOUVENIR SHEETS

	

6

	

242(Z W111 11) unused hinged, 1938 Aarau
souvenir sheet	 $ 43 .00
585(Z W111 50) Mint NH . Souvenir Sheet	 $ 8 .50
B178(Z W111 31) Unused hinged, 1948 IMABA
souvenir sheet	 $ 34 .00

	

9	 B178(Z W111 31) Unused Light hinge, 1948
IMABA souvenir sheet	 $ 34 .00

	

10	 B206(Z W111 32)Unused light hinged "LUNABA
souvenir sheet . Pretty	 $205 .00

	

11	 B229a(Z oZ41) mint NH Full sheet, 24 stamps
Slight gum disturbances . Unusual	 $376 .00

	

12	 B297(Z W11 102)Unused light hinge, 1960
Pro Patria souvenir sheet	 $ 21 .00

POSTAGE DUE

	

13	 (Z P 8 1) used, Ave . centering . CDS cancels,
small part of 4 cancels, top, bottom and each
side, NEAT	 $ 9 .50

	

14	 (Z P 9 llc) used, Ave . centering . CDS BASEL
26 V 82 . . .

	

.	 $ 40 .00

	

15	 329/39( T298/308) Landscape issue with T in
circle (type A) F/VF centering 	 $ 33 .50
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LOT #	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE
16	 Postcard from Austria With 5¢ postage due.

Olive green Type 11 N .Postmark date 3 .1X .01.
Very fine condition	 $ 7.00 EST.

17	 330/2,334&337(Z T 299,300,301x,303,306) postage
due T in circle cancel . F/VF centering	 $ 9 .00

OFFICALS

.8	 o37/47(Z D11 65/75)o37 unusedhinged, balance
used, most with light CDS cancels	 $ 56 .50

19	 2o33a(z D111 25) used, F centering, Corner
CDS cancel	 $ 10 .50

20	 2o36/41(Z D 111 36/41) used, F/VF centering.
heavy cancels	 $ 66 .00

21	 2o70/78(Z D 11171y/79y)2o70 used, light corner
CDS cancel, VF centering . Balance unused,
light hinged, F/VF centering 	 $ 5 .00

22	 3o27a/30a(Z D 1V 20/3) Used, VF centering,
CDS cancels 1 .20fr on heavy side . 2 fr
thin	 $ 45 .00

23	 3074/79(Z D 1V 75/80) Used, VF centering, CDS
cancels	 $11.00

24	 3o80/2(Z D 1V 81/83) Used F/VF centering, corner
CDS cancels	 $ 34 .00

25	 3o83(Z D 1V 84/94) Unused, hinged . VF
centering	 $ 60 .00

26	 5ol/2(Z D V1 1/2) used VF centering, Very
light corner CDS cancels . Pretty	 $ 7 .50

27	 6ol/8(Z D V111 1/8)Unused, hinged . F/VF
centering	 $60/70 .00EST.

28	 7ol/11(Z D V11 1/11) Unused, hinged, VF
centering	 $20 .00

COVERS, POSTCARDS

29	 Lot of 24 Sitting Helvetia covers.2-2¢
brown, 7-5¢ including 3 covers with pairs,
13-10¢ blue and 2-10t red . One mourning and
registered . Very nice lot	 $ 25.00 EST.

30	 B144(Z W111 23) FDC 14 .1V .45 Miniature
sheet very pretty	 $103 .00

31	 B247/51(Z W1 247/51) FDC, unaddressed, cachet.
Very fine condition	 $ 42 .50

32	 B267/71(Z W1 168/72)FDC, unaddressed, cachet.
Very fine condition	 $ 35 .00

33	 Lot of 51 Unaddressed/Cachet FDC from 1976-
1983 . 1984 Zumstein 323 sfr	 $ 50.00 EST.

34	 32 postcards 162 type mint . In PTT envelope
dated 1963 . Very fine condition 	 $35/40.00 EST.

BOOKLETS & BOOKLET PANES

35	 160a Booklet pane of six(5#160 and 1#168)
used Parts of 4 CSD. 2 are heavy	 $ 27 .50 Scott

36	 160a Two Booklet panes joined(12 stamps).
Selvage to far left and right . Wavy line
cancel and New York cancel . Interesting . . .$50/60 .00EST.

37	 1955 Pro Juventute Booklet . VF condition . .$ 21 .00
38	 Booklet 1970 Pro Juventute Fine Condition .$ 8 .25
39	 Booklet 1982 Pro Juventute Excellant

condition	 $ 5 .00
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LOT #

	

DESCRIPTION

	

VALUE

BLOCKS OF 4 & MISCELLANEOUS

40	 328(Z 297) Block of four, Single, centered
CDS . VF centering . Very nice	 $ 15 .00

41	 340/3(Z 309/12) Corner Blocks of Four.
Mint Never hinged very fine centering . With
complete selvage, 40e has sheet number 	 $ 21 .00

42	 B91/94(Z W1 85/88) Blocks of four . LH on
selvage only . VF centering . Pretty	 $ 12 .50

43	 (Z Z23 & 24) Mint NH, VF centering . Z24 is a
strip of three (10¢,20¢,30¢) . Very nice	 $ 61 .00

44	 307(Z 276) canceled 24 .11 .47 SCHWEIZ AUTOMOBIL-
POSTBUREAU . Edge is slightly foxed 	 $176 .00

The following 7 lots are an experimental offering
of cancellation cut outs . If there is interest,
there will be similar lots covering the entire
country:

Postmark cutouts of regular cancels, with Zip
number, almost all different, almost all struck
on lower denomination 1975/85 commemoratives
or on self service labels . Cutouts measure
about 2¼ X 2k" . Mostly white card stock, mostly
well and legibly struck.

45	 A) 82 cutouts of Lausanne City	 $ 7.50 EST.
B) 44 cutouts of Zip codes 1030-1199	 $ 4.00 EST.
0)190 cutouts of Geneve City 1200	 $ 12.50 EST.
D) 65 cutouts of Zip Codes 1220-1299	 $ 6 .00
E) 30 cutouts of Zip codes 1300-1599••••••$ 2 .50
F) 62 cutouts of Zip codes 1600-1799••••••$ 5 .75
G) 86 cutouts of Zip codes 1800-1999••••••$ 7 .50
As one lot

	

$ 32 .50

It's our needs that bring us together.

Do you want to consign stamps to our next auction?

PRICES REALIZED AUCTION #62
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AMER I PEX '86

by Bill Lucas

Please note the dates of the AHP meetings at AMERIPEX '86 are
Saturday, May 24th and Sunday May 25th .

	

In an earlier notice
I stated the wrong dates . Sorry!

We are Planning an auction of high power material for Ameripex.
There will be a limited number of lots . The lots will be pub-
lished in TELL so members who do not plan to attend can bid.
Non-members attending the meeting will also be invited to bid.
I will need your : Lots by mid April.

We are planning to stress the international nature of AMERIPEX
with speakers from overseas . It should be a most informative
and interesting time for all interested in Swiss Philately.

AUCTION TO FEATURE LIECHTENSTEIN

	

BILL LUCAS

The March/April AHPS auction will feature Liechtenstein Lots.
If you would like to submit lots for that auction, you should
send them to me right now, so I can prepare the description
sheets for the next TELL.

LIECHTENSTUDY GROUP Chairman, Max Rheinberger reports 165 active
members, with schemes in mind for even more . He produces a
Quarterly Publication containing loads of FL information not
published in TELL .

	

Max will be in Hawaii until May 1 .

	

His
address :

	

1627 Ilikai Hotel, 1777 Ala Moana Blvd ., Honolulu,
Hawaii 96815 . Phone number 808-946-6982 . Mail or dues for
1986 can be sent to his Duluth address listed in front of TELL,
also.

The Liechtenstudy has scheduled a general meeting at AMERIPEX
for May 24 from 10 :00 a .m . to 11 :45 a .m . at the Hyatt Regency
O'Hare Hotel in the Allegheny "B" room . The Director of the
FL Official Philatelic Service, Hugo Meier, plans to be at that
meeting to talk about "Current Trends in Liechtenstein Philately"
and other important people also plan to attend that meeting.

We are going to have many important things happen this year.
I have appreciated your past support, and I will appreciate
all the support you can give in the upcoming auctions and also
during AMERIPEX .

	

I hope to see and meet many of you there.

There will be more last minute information in the March/April
issue of TELL.
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Continued from page 18.

THE SWISS POST OFFICE'S
PUBLICITY AND SPECIAL POSTMARKS

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

S Special postmarks (S)

The "S Subscription " comprises all new special or commemorative postmarks
used by the post offices and MPOs (mobile units) on the occasion of con-

ferences, exhibitions, trade fairs, philatelic and sports events, jubilees,
special flights, etc.

The postmarks are applied to covers stamped (if possible to match the event)

and addressed on request.

The price per cover is made up of the postage as well as 40 c for the en-

velope and 20 c handling charge . The stamps are selected and arranged by
the Philatelic Bureau, which cannot however meet special requests . The
covers are sent post free in 8 to 10 batches a year.

K Publicity postmarks (K)

Swiss local authorities can request tourist publicity cancellations for
their towns or villages . All such postmarks are supplied under the "K Sub-
scription " .

Covers* are stamped, postmarked, and addressed on request. Prices and deli-
very arrangements are the same as for "S Subscription " .

KB Publicity postmarks on collection sheets (KB)

The "KB Subscription " is for collection sheets stamped and postmarked with
"K" cancellations and supplied post free in 6 to 8 batches a year . The

price is made up of the stamp value and 20 c handling charge.

For methods of payment

- Cash on delivery
- Charge to deposit account . To open a deposit account, you should remit

a minimum of 100 Swiss francs to the Philatelic Bureau ' s postgiro
account 30-6456. The price of covers supplied will be deducted from
your deposit and invitations to replenish the account will be sent as
required.

*Edit . note : While in Bern last I was advised that there is a good chance
that they will make also available the so-called Böglis (vertical sheet-
lets) in lieu of the covers . So if you have a preference, don ' t hesitate
to specify . And keep in mind, these postmarks are being issued at a much
faster clip, the watermark of your standing account balance will sink a

lot faster . . . Good hunting!
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AUCTION MATERIAL : SOME GOOD, SOME BAD . . .

	

By Henry Ratz

The good : As reported in last TELL, Corinphila was again a huge phila-

telic money making machine . My favorite dreampiece, lot 2749, changed

hands (I assume) for a "modest" sum of 230,000 sFr incl . a sales com-

mission of 15% . That ' s about $110,000 . A 5 Rp deep blue and a 4 of a

Rayon II 10 Rp without cross frame, as a very unique 7½ Rp franking.

Cancelled with a circled P.P. and a double-ringed COLOMBIER cds . This

was one of the countless treasures in the unsurpassed Burrus collec-
tion and last (I believe) auctioned off on April 18, 1964 . It fetched

then with commission 68,750 SFr . The exchange rate then was 4 .315 sFr.

to $1 which worked out to $15,930. Nice appreciation . . . - The bad : Twice

this year at auction here' and once at a dealer ' s booth did I spot covers

with these fieldpost can-
cels of the Swiss Air Corps.
These are CTOs of the worst
kind, obtained illegally by
a stampdealer Edelman of Lu-

zern . The editor of the 1924
Zumstein handbook already
warned its readers about
these pieces being peddled
as airmail covers . And here
we are, 61 years later and

the junk is still being
passed on and offered as ge-
nuine scarce stuff . Hands
off, please, if you can re-
sist the temptation . ..
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post card continued from page 15.

An innocuous looking card turns out to be a truly rare piece of Swiss balloon-
in history . Although I will leave more details of the story of the "Mars"

balloon and further details about Mr . Albert Barbey and Th . Schaeck to those

more knowledgable or more inclined towards research, the card still provides
some interesting insight in itself . The address and all of the introductory

information in the message are all written tin the same pen . All flight

information as well as the last line are all written in pencil . Most likely

the card was addressed and prepared in advance while the flight details were
added during or just after the flight . For those who have a copy of the
Swiss Airmail Handbook, a comparison with the photo (page HT-4, figure 6)
of a similar flight is interesting . The SLH photo shows a verysimilar
card addressed to Albert Barbey in Lausanne in what appears to be the same
handwriting as this card . It seems likely that both cards may have been

prepared by Albert Barbey himself as souvenirs of the flight.

Can anyone provide further information about the "Mars" Balloon, and early
Swiss ballooning? A glance at the Swiss Airmail Handbook shows that all
of the early balloon flights through 1905 were piloted by Captain Spelterini,
except two "Mars" balloon flights on June 4 and 5, 1904 piloted by A . Barbey

and Th . Schaeck . Does anyone have further details of these ballooning

pioneers?

P . S . As exciting an original find as it would be, this rare card was recent-

ly purchased at a fair market price.

Outsider
Looking In
rebuttals invited-
(should be in rhyme)

Some Schweizervolk
don't like to deal

with things
inconsequential.

In the daily grind
they seldom find
a latent fun

potential.

Concerned they be,
it seems to me,

fanatically with
precision.

Must milligrams
and microseconds

constrict one's
field of vision?

Mark Briefen
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NEW MEMBERS
181 George F . Brecht, Maryland

2182 Leonard E . Lueder, Michigan
2183 Frederick R . Martorell, New York
2184 Arthur E . Rikli, M .D ., Missouri
2185 Willem J . Vanderzwaan, California
2186 Jan H . Verleur, Maryland
2187 Stanley P . Kohn, California
2188 George Senge, California
2017 Western Philatelic Library

DECEASED

2179 James Souvestke

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR 1986 DUES?

Richard T . Hall
Secretary

Respectfully submitted,
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Continued from page 11.

old Glacier Express from St . Moritz to Brig, the conductor
checked my ticket and I said to him, "At Fiesch do I get a horse
to take me up to the Eggishorn Hotel? " He said, " Horse? No!
You get a Gyp, " and he was right ; the Gyp travelled twice daily
with the mail and luggage up to the Hotel in those days . I had
been reading the old Baedeker Guide of 1877 which said a horse
was necessary! I am writing this from memory without consulting
any books on Switzerland so you must forgive me for any errors.

After Andermatt

	

I went

	

to Verbier .

	

One excursion involved
going up by cable car to Savoleyres and then down the other side

of

	

the mountain ridge

	

to Tzoumaz,

	

also by Gondelbahn or

" telesiege " as

	

they

	

call cable cars

	

in the French part

	

of
Switzerland .

	

By

	

the way, each of

	

these journeys

	

cost me only
1Fr50 as

	

did

	

the journey from Le Chable to Verbier the day I
arrived by

	

train from Martigny to Le Chable .

	

On a previous day
trip to Verbier I had been up by bus

	

(post —auto)

	

and due

	

to the
heavy mist that day could only have a swim in the pool --
couldn't even see any cable cars! I was staying at Sion when I
did the day trip to Verbier, that ' s what decided me in a future
year to spend a holiday at Verbier and go up Mont Gele (more of
that later) . The 1Fr50 was half price being a senior citizen --
any journey on the mountain was half fare not a reduction of 25%
as it had been going up the Eggishorn earlier, it was 18Fr

return instead of 28Fr . However I digress . From Tzoumaz I
caught a little Volkswagen postal van round the mountain side
through a tunnel and along a narrow road to Iserables . This
village is high above the Rhone valley and I descended in a
cable car to Riddes . From Riddes Station I went to Aigle and up
to Leysin Village . I had not been there before so I went up one
of the telesieges to Berneuse . Did not have too good a view
from here of the valley below so I returned to Verbier.

Another excursion was from Verbier to Lausanne by train . A
quick visit to the Lido and a swim and then the boat to Vevey.
At Vevey I went up to Blonay and as it was Sunday, travelled on
the steam train to Chamby . A very short 5 minute stop at the
Museum and I had to return to Chamby down to Montreux and back
to Verbier by 7pm . The following year (1984) when I stayed at
Lausanne, my stay at the Museum was about 2 hours but more of
that visit later.

The best excursion from Verbier was on the last day when I
spent all day on the mountain for about 20Fr . The hotel manager
had advised me not to go up Mont Gele, but up to Mont Fort, a
better view point . The new cable cars, etc . up to Mont Fort had
only opened in January of 1983 and was one of the longest
journeys I've taken to get up a mountain . The first stage was
up to Croix— des —Ruinettes (large cable car) then up to Les
Attelas (also large cable car) then a small six seater bus round
the back of the ridge to Chassoure, then down a small cable car
to Tortin . From Tortin a very large 100 or so person cable car
up to the Col des Gentianes where they were skiing and a nice
restaurant . The final section in a small cable car was up to
the top of Mont Fort . No place to stop here, so back to Col des

Continued on page 30.
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Gentianes, then back to Tortin to connect with the bus from
Chassoure to Les Attelas . After a meal here I found I could
still go from here up Mont Gele but the cable car conductor

would not accept the 4Fr50 (half fare) I put down at his
window . He said its all included in the Whole Day Ticket so I
went up to Mont Gele and back before returning later to
Verbier . A wonderful day on the mountain.

From Verbier I went to Basel for a few day's stay . This was
my third visit and I was not with my friend at Binningen but at

a hotel . I wanted especially to go on the train on the

narrowest gauge railway in Switzerland from Liestal to
Waldenburg . This I did on my first day after buying a new

camera at Basel because mine had broken down when I was about to
photograph the steam train at Blonay . I did take some good

photographs of the 30 —minute journey to Waldenburg and of the
steam engines there and other old railway material lying there
and in the sheds . The second day at Basel I made good use of my
holiday ticket (free travel) by travelling from Basel to Zurich
and to the new station at the Airport which I had never visited
before as it was under construction on my previous visits.

From Zurich Kloten I went to Romanshorn via Frauenfeld . At

Romanshorn found the Hotel Baren no longer there by the
lakeside . When I had stayed at Romanshorn, I had done many
trips including one to the Santis region climbing a mountain
from Wasserauen with a German and his boy who had later given me
a lift back in his car on his way to Konstanz on the lake . I
left the lake of Constance to travel back to Basel via St.
Gallen, Rapperswil, to Luzern . A break here to revive old
memories -- then back to Basel . On my last day, my friend in

his car took me for a nice ride all round the Baselland or Jura
region over a mountain, through a tunnel, and we could see
Walzenhausen and its castle down below before we reached
Rheinfelden . We walked across the bridge and saw the boat which
takes visitors from Basel to Rheinfelden on the river (a trip I
must do some day) . I returned from Basel to England via the
usual way to Calais .

* * *

In 1984 however, I decided to go via Ostend then a through
train with couchette to Chur . Bus up to Laax where I was to
stop for about four days . I planned to return in 1984 from
Lausanne on the TGV fast tain (3 hours from Switzerland to Paris

at 165 mph), then Paris to Boulogne, then on the Hovercraft
(holding 400 passengers) in 30 minutes to Dover and back to
London . That is why I chose Laax then Zermatt then Lausanne for
my 1984 holidays.

At Laax my luggage had not arrived so I went down to Ilanz
and chose one of the sis or so bus journeys from there . As it
turned out, it was the longest and the most interesting . I had
intended only going to Vals but the driver said stay on and we
will go up to Zervreila where there is a dam and a cafe . Many
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Continued from page 30.

waterfalls we passed and a tunnel, very winding and narrow,
about 1 1/2 miles long with traffic lights at each end as only
one vehicle at a time could go through . Several times I thought

we would hit the sides of the tunnel with the sides of the bus
but we negotiated it OK with such good Swiss drivers on these
postal coaches . I did enjoy that bus ride, one of the best of
the 100 or more I've done in Switzerland, even better than the
one through the Toggenburg which I did the next day from Buchs
to Nesslau . This was done in pouring rain and was part of a
circular journey I had planned out in England.

This journey was an all day one -- first by early bus from

Laax to Chur via Flims . Then train to Sargans and Buchs and

postal bus to Nesslau via Gams and Wildheus (only I had to
change buses at Gams so I nipped in the Post Office to get a
postmark cancel before catching a later bus which also stopped
at the top of the hill at Wildhaue) . From Nesslau to
Ziegelbrucke via Wattwil (a place I had previously visited for a
stamp exhibition when Michael Rutherfoord had driven me there
from his home by car . This was the Regional IX Wattwil 13-15
July 1973, held in two halls .) On to Uznach and Ziegelbrucke
and then to Weesen (I had missed the bus up to Auden) so I had a

lift to Weesen . Then a further car lift up the steep road to

Amden. I spent about 1 1/2 hours there mostly in the the Post

Office collecting some new Swiss labels . Their canceller had a
letter " c " in the base whereas in 1974 I had "a " , showing they
now have 3 clerks there! When the bus came I boarded it and
went further up the hill to a very high hotel and back all the
way from there to Ziegelbrucke and back by train from
Ziegelbrucke direct to Chur and bus to Laax -- an enjoyable

circular trip with fantastic views of the Wallensee . I have a
1985 calendar purchased at Ilanz with a glorious photo from
Anden showing the little sandy beach at Weesen where I had swam
in 1983.

On the final day at Laax I had a fantastic day on the Vorab
mountain -- it was sunny all day -- first up to Crap Sogn Glion

(large cable car), then slightly smaller cable car to Crap
Masegn . Then by Gondelbahn (like the Grindelwald but instead of
seating 2 each side these cars seated 3 on each side) . Also on
the long double journey through an intermediate station I
noticed a cabin with No . 154 on so it must be a longer one with

more cars than the Grindelwald one . This took me to the large
Vorab restaurant at the foot of the glacier . Later when running
(12 noon to 3pm only) I caught the chair lift to the top of the
mountain . Thus there were four sections from the foot to the
top . I had a wonderful day -- all day on the mountain -- a
better day than the 1983 one on the Verbler mountain . In fact
for altitude (Vorab) was 10,000 feet ; it was only surpassed by
my later ascent up the Klein Matterhorn from Zermatt . Actually
according to the old Baedeker this latter peak is 12,750 feet

but I think it is a little higher than that . This new cable car
from Trockener Steg to Klein Matterhorn is really something. I

had years ago walked from the Gandegg Hut, Across the Theodul
Glacier, to Testa Grigna which is over 13,000 feet but this

Continued on page 32.
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cable journey was the highlight of my Zermatt holiday in 1984.
I had reached Zermatt from Ilanz via the Glacier Express (4th
time on it but the first through the new Furka Tunnel) . Another

trip I did at Zermatt was by the Sunnegga Express to the Alp.
This underground train, very fast, replaced the old chair lift

which I had used many times in the past . From the Alp I went up

two more new cable ways from the Sunnegga terrace up the
Unterrothorn with a good view of Fluhalp and the
Gornergrat-Stockhorn cable . When I went up the Zermatt to
Kleine Matterhorn I could see the Gandegg Hut and the path to it
from Trockener Steg . The swing across the Glacier was a long
one from Trockener to the tunnel entrance . The skiers were
skiing at the foot of the Breithorn and later I walked back and
half way along the tunnel -- a lift took you up to a point where
steps led right to the summit of the Klein Matterhorn (12,750

ft .).

At Lausanne I spent for the first time a week at a hotel in
the centre which to my surprise did not provide an evening
meal . They gave vouchers for use at a cafe around the corner,
value 16Fr so I could choose a different meal each day . I had
not stayed at such a hotel before but it was OK as the weather
was fine most nights . My first day was spent doing a bus tour
of the City with a walk through the old streets past the
Cathedral, etc . In the afternoon I went to the Lido which was
really too large for ay liking . I got into difficulty swimming
in the lake to a raft and had to be rescued (as I had been in
1976 at Weggis) so I confined myself after that to one of the 3
large pools.

My first really big trip which I had also planned in England
was an all day circular . Train to Morges, then a train to
Apples and Biere . At the latter, the Station Master gave me the
cancellation of the one unmanned halt between Apples and Biere
viz Ballens . Returning to Apples I changed on to the Apples to

L ' Isle line . At the latter I caught a post bus through

Mont-la-Ville to Croy-Romantier . Here I saw the TGV train wisk
through at great speed to Paris . I was later to travel on this
train . From Croy-Romantier, a train to Le Pont on the Lac de
Jouz . I went round the left side of the Lac by bus through Les
Bioux to Le Sentier where I caught a train down the right bank
on the lake back to Le Pont . After a swim here I caught the
steamer boat for the Tour de Lac from 3 :30pm to 5pm . A very
nice trip on the lake . From Le Pont I returned to Le Day on the
Vallorbe to Cossonay line and on to Lausanne.

The second trip I did I had not planned in England but I
worked it out at the hotel and it covered many lines I hadn ' t

been on before, both railway trips and postal coach journeys.
From Lausanne to Bercher (narrow gauge), then to Yverdon by
bus . Yverdon on Lake Neuchatel where I had had tea with Louis
Viulle a well-known TPO collector years ago when I was staying
at Romanshorn . From Yverdon to St-Croix (another line I hadn't
been on) . St-Croix by postal bus to Buttes (of which I have some
fiscal municipal stamps) then by train to Neuchatel via

Continued onpage 33.
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Travers . From Neuchatel to Ins, Kerzers, Murten (passing the
Lake of Morat) to Payerne, Palezieux (where I saw the Gruyere

train I was to catch on my last day) and back to Lausanne . A
wonderful circular trip.

On another day l made my second trip to Chamby but this time
I first went from Vevey to Blonay and then up to Les Pleiades
and back to Blonay ( I had to pay on this trip as my free pass
apparently didn't include it! It was the only trip not included
apart from the boat trip on the Lac de Joux which of course was
private, not included in the free trips on Lakes Geneva, etc .)
From Blonay to Chamby on the steam train . It was a Saturday

(Last time I did the journey, it was a Sunday in 1983 and I had
to catch a tram to the Chamby Museum but this time the steam
train also went to the Blonay—Chamby Museum .) Here I spent
nearly 2 hours purchasing cards, first of all the placards
containing adverts for railway lines with a time table, e .g . No.
1103 Seethal Bahn 1903, PC 1012 Montreux and Chemin de Fer
Rochers de Naye 1894, etc . I had originally bought many of

these from Biregg Verlag AG, CH— 6003 Luzern, a firm which has
produced a list of those available from them . I had my list
with me and purchased many items I hadn't got such as the Rare
Schwanden —Elm one . Also many other modern SBB locomotives and

older steam engines . I bought a set of AOMC cards (one set from
7 produced by a Monthey firm) . This firm's address for railway

buffs is : Ferroviews, Case Postale 196, CH— 1870 Monthey . There
is very useful information on the back of these cards . I sent

for the other 6 sets when back in England . There are ten cards
per set . The sort of information on the back is like this : [Ch.
de Fer Montreux—Glion et Glion Naye . Ancient loco steam GN4
(SLM 722, 1892) moved in 1941 to Monte Generoso line becoming
MG7 . Re— sent in 1962 to Brienz — Rothorn (BRB) on a visit on its
original line Montreux to Rocher de Naye in 1983 .] I returned
from Chamby on the MOB line to Montreux and thence by steamer on
the Geneva Lake to Lausanne.

On my last day in Lausanne I decided to go to Gruyeres . I
had never been there having passed close by once by bus from
Montreux over the Jaun Pass to Interlaken . I went by train to
Palezieux, Chatel St —Denis, Bulle, Gruyeres . Upon arriving at
the station I climbed up the hill to the village of Gruyeres --
very pretty main street -- explored the castle and then returned
to the station . Here I caught a post bus to Moleson Village (I
was the only passenger) . At Moleson I knew there was a cable
way in two sections from the village to the top of the Moleson.
First section was a Gondelbahn — then a cabin type for the final
section . I got a marvellous panoramic view from the top of
Moleson sitting atop the hill and beyond the entire Lake of
Gruyere and surrounding countryside . I saw some hikers
(children) at the half way stage walking down a path from the
cafe there . Looked like a school party on a hike!

I returned on the cable car to Moleson Village in time for

the last bus back to Gruyere Station .

	

I then went on to Mont
Bovon, returning via a different route to the Lake of Geneva via
Chateau—d ' Oex, Mont Bovon, Montreux .

Continued on page 34.
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The next day I caught the TGV train to Paris . I read the
station platform at Geneva has been extended to take two TGV
trains but I didn' t get to Geneva in my 1984 holiday . I had a
reservation from Lausanne to Paris and then Paris to Boulogne
and Hovercraft to Dover . Thus ended my two wonderful 1983 and
84 holidays in Switzerland of which the highlight days were
undoubtedly the whole days on the mountains at Verbier (Mont
Fort) in 1983 and at Laax (Vorab) and at Zermatt (Klein
Matterhorn) . I took over 200 photos during the 1984 holiday.

PART OF YOUR LEADERSHIP TEAM AT SESCAL.

Shown under Swiss Flag are:

Chuck LaBlonde, Steve Turchik, Felix Ganz, & Ralph Soderberg.

Chuck and Felix served as judges

and Steve and Ralph were exhibitors.
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CATALOGUE REVIEW

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR 'S SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE FOR 1986

Published by the Amateur Collector Ltd ., POB 242, London
'N2 OYZ, Great Britain.

On the occasion of the firm ' s fortieth year this very
handy and well produced, easily carriable catalogue of
philatelic materials from Switzerland bears a golden
laurel wreath on its front cover, below the illustration
of the 5 cts . postage due WITH rays which was discovered
by that firm some years ago and caused quite a stir in a
lot of philatelic circles.

H .L .Katcher is shown as the editor, and R .F.Bulstrode is
listed as the research source . Prices given are in Brit-
ish pounds and exclude the 15% VAT tax now levied at al-
most every level in England . (US customers ordering by
mail are exempt from such taxes, at least until now .).

While the shifting exchange rates between US dollar and
British pound may necessitate an occasional readjustment
of collectors ' financial transactions, the catalogue has
the great advantage of being written in English . Zumstein
numbers are used, and thus no difficulties occur in that
respect.

Illustrations are in black and white . Catalogue prices
refer to hinged stamps prior to 1958 (and mint never hin-
ged since that date) in the "unused" column -- with
premiums of various percentages charged for mint never hinged.
Used stamp prices prior to 1908 refer to "average, good
copies ' while superb and luxury copies command much
higher prices. The same, according to the introduction, is
true if a customer desires "special attention" ; and
surcharges of a minimum of 40¢ per stamp (or up to 50% will
he charged for any special service requiring extra time.

In addition to listing all stamps of Switzerland -- often
with varieties not listed separately in catalogues from
Switzerland -- there is a specialized price list for is-
sues from the classic stamp period through 1862, a list
of prices for stamps on cover, a price list for mint and
used blocks of four, a price list for certain categories
of flight covers, a listing of hotel post issues, a price
list for hand overprints of T marks on postage stamps
used as postage dues since 1954, a sales list for liter-
ature available, U .N .Geneva issues, and even a reference
list to quantities issued.

In brief : you get plenty of information out of this book
-- and if for some strange reason you should not be aware
of the existence of this extremely handy volume then you
ought to avail yourself of such a catalogue .

FG.
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RUDY SCHAELCHLIAWARDS CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

THE DUTCHESS PHILATELIC SOCIETY HAS SERVED THE MID-HUDSON VALLEY

FOR OVER 50 YEARS AND HAS ORGANIZED MANY SUCCESSFUL STAMP SHOWS.

OUR NEXT DATE WILL BE APRIL 6 . 1986 AT THE JEWISH

COMMUNITY CENTER IN POUGHKEEPSIE . AGAIN I

WOULD LIKE THE AHPS MEMBERS TO PARTICIPATE

AND GIVE US A CHANCE TO INCLUDE THE AHPS AWARDS

IN OUR PROGRAM.
(A note to me will get more info . & a prospectus .)

AWARD WINNERS:

AWARD WINNERS ARE AGAIN HARLAN STONE WITH A

GOLD & PHS BRONZE AT SEPAD FOR 19TH CENTURY SWITZERLAND BEFORE

FEDERAL POSTAL SERVICE .

AT NORJEX,

	

HARLAN

	

EARNED

A GOLD FOR THE BEST FOREIGN

EXHIBIT & SIDNEY SCHNEIDER

MEMORIAL AWARD WITH SITTING

HELVETIA

	

1862-83 :

	

THEIR

PRODUCTION AND USE.

WE ARE VERY PROUD FOR FELIX

GANZ & ROBERT HURLIMANN.

THEY

	

RECEIVED

	

A

	

VERMEIL

AT CHICAGOPEX FOR THE NEW

PERFINS HANDBOOK.

I COULD NOT FIND THE NAME

OF THE EXHIBITOR AT ASDA

NEW YORK . BUT KNOWING HARLAN
Awards given at SESCAL .

	

Picture
STONE ' S

	

COLLECTING

	

FIELD.courtesy

	

of

	

Robert

	

de

	

Violini.
See last issue of TELL for list of winners .)

	

I

	

THINK

	

HE

	

WALKED

	

HOME

AGAIN WITH A GOLD.

Please write me about your awards, which hopefully you will
get many during NEW YEAR 1986! Best regards,

Rudy Schaelchli, PO Box 515, Mille rton, NY 12546
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